
 OPEN WELL
entrance matting systems



HD35 OPEN LINE

HD35 OPEN
BRUSH

HD35 OPEN 
BRUSH ACTIVE

HD35 OPEN
RUBBER

HD35 OPEN 
CARPET

HD35 OPEN is a heavy duty matting system, consisting of 
31mm wide, box-shaped profiles with 1,2mm thickness, which 
are assembled with steel wires. This open construction allows 
drainage/water, dirt and grit to fall through open slots between 
the profiles. The construction with steel wires enables the mat 
to be easily rolled for cleaning. HD35 Open can be combined 
with HD50 Open in any combination, providing many design 
options for the customer.

Construction type: Open

Load: Very heavy to extreme traffic

Suitability for wheeled traffic: Shopping carts, hand trucks  
and wheelchairs 

Type of inserts: HD35 Carpet, HD35 Brush Active,            
HD35 Rubber, HD35 Brush, HD Scrapper, HD Slim brush



HD35 OPEN features 46mm wide, box-shaped profiles, 
with 1,2mm thickness, which exceed the static and dynamic 
loads needed for most applications. These wider carpet inserts 
provide the most effective cleaning and slip resistant surface 
possible. Thе open construction allows drainage/water, dirt 
and grit to fall through open slots between the profiles. The 
construction with steel wires enables the mat to be easily 
rolled for cleaning. HD50 Open can be combined with HD 35 
Open in any combination, providing countless design options                
for the customer.

HD50 OPEN LINE

HD50 OPEN 
BRUSH ACTIVE

HD50 OPEN 
CARPET

Construction type: Open

Load: Very heavy to extreme traffic

Suitability for wheeled traffic: Shopping carts, hand trucks 
and wheelchairs

Type of inserts: HD35 Carpet, HD35 Brush Active,                  
HD Scrapper, HD Slim brush



DUO LINE

DUO I19 GRID 
DUO I26 GRID

DUO I19 MAT  
DUO I26 MAT

HD35 OPEN consist of reversible (double faced) mats 
with remarkable strength and cleaning properties. The two 
“faces” give the mat almost double the lifespan and can be 
inverted at anytime if severe aesthetic damage, however 
unlikely, occurs on one side. When choosing between 
durability, aesthetics, cleaning and drainage is not an option, 
the DUO line of entrance flooring systems is the only choice. 

Construction type: Open

Load: Very heavy to extreme traffic

Suitability for wheeled traffic: Shopping carts, hand trucks, 
wheelchairs and pallet jacks

Type of inserts: Duo I19 mat, Duo I26 mat, Duo I19 Grid,     
Duo I26 Grid
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GREAT SELECTION AND MANY OPTIONS

All doormats from our series can be ordered in any 
combination of inserts, according to the cleaning 
properties, the application and the customer’s 
preferences. Some of our systems can be combined 
to achieve a wide-narrow look and brighten up the 
entrance. All mats are custom and  made to order to fit 
any size and shape.

QUALITY CONTROL

We use only selected, high quality components in our 
products. Every single part of our doormats is made 
in Europe, and comes with quality certificates. Before 
leaving our factory every single mat passes through 
extensive quality checks which take in account 8 
different quality criteria.

5 YEARS WARRANTY

We are proud to offer a 5 (five) year warranty on all 
entrance mats from our series. Our mats can withstand 
the highest traffic conditions.

FAST PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY

Thanks to our trusted shipping network we are able 
to deliver fast and cost effectively throughout Europe. 
Most mats are produced within 2-3 days and are 
shipped via courier and reach their destination within 
1-4 days. 

REFERENCES

An extensive list of references is available upon request 
or on our website www.hddms.com.
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